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	I.-  General introduction to the present work

	The idea of an intercultural society represents a project yet to be defined and maybe a utopia impossible to reach. But meanwhile the nations, which are homogeneous from the cultural, the linguistic and the  identification point of view, constitute a minority among the actual nations. Homogeneity, in a certain way, is the exception; The rule is the existence of cultural heterogeneity to a certain - higher or lower - degree, which will extend as far as the actual and inevitable migration process from the South toward the developed North will continue. 

	One could regard this diversity as something simply inevitable, to be defended like a right and can even valuable as a source of enrichment. However, it is advisable to show a rather cautious and realistic view regarding the problems that undoubtedly are involved in the growing cultural heterogeneity as a result of immigration or of the conflicts arising from the multinational character of a state:

	"Even in societies without a basic hostile attitude towards a possible rise of diversity a fast increase of cultural heterogeneity joined by growing difficulties in the social and economic integration of the group of original immigrants can open new areas of conflict." (Ignasi Alvarez, Cultural diversity and national conflict. 1993, pp.102-103)

	"The multicultural society will remain a vague idea while the difficulties caused by the idea will still be considered a taboo instead of being illuminated." (H. M. Enzensberger. The Great Migration, 1992).

	In this context the Intercultural Tandem Group represents one more strategy for establishing contacts between people of different cultures and status living in the same environment. The Tandem Group offers a place for bringing in harmony information and experience by working according to values like empathy, solidarity and tolerance. However, we must not forget the importance of how one deals with these values. Therefore we have chosen the method of topic-centred interaction (TCI), which was developed and founded by Ruth C. Cohn after having experienced the indiscriminate persecution of the Jews and the Gipsies in her home country Germany. Her aim was to avoid a development of the society that would allow another historical experience of that kind. 

	The result of a one year cooperation with the German psychologist Petra Zimmermann within the Intercultural Tandem Group is the experience presented in the following report.

	II. - The situation and its context

	The European dream, the progress, the unequal development in the different countries and the migration all over the world lead to a more and more multicultural society. 9.473 people from foreign countries live in the Basque Country, 3.976 of them in Gipuzkoa ( Count of population and households, 1991. Eustat).

	This situation requires a process of sensibilization and mutual understanding between the native citizens of the country and the immigrants. The necessity for this becomes more and more evident in areas like education, administration, the neighbourhood etc.

	But speaking of integrating the immigrants, this obviously means an integration that offers two possibilities to the immigrant: Either to completely adapt oneself to the Spanish culture and give up one's own identity to a large extent, or to lock oneself up in a "ghetto" with other immigrants of one's country and take on the status of a guest. The legal situation granted to the immigrant according to his official status (first-, second- or third-class citizen) plays an important role.

	Regardless of whether the number of foreigners in our environment is high or low, it seems to be the way Mathes explains it:

	"... that in the West they generally obtain a very restricted status, like the one of foreign workers, restaurant owners, refugees, asylum-seekers, guests or even tourists. In the concrete experience, day after day, we keep up a distance and therefore avoid the occurrence of any daily intercultural meeting or exchange. Maybe at work or within smaller groups we make more use of the possibility to get in touch." (Presentation paper for the German University Council, Nov. 27, 1992).

	According to the opinion poll done by the Centre of Investigation on the Social Reality, only 35% of the asked people have ever had a long conversation with one of the more than 500 Gipsies who have spent their whole life among us. 30% of them spoke to people born in Latin America, 19% to people of North-African origin  and 16% to people of the Subsaharian area of Africa.

	Certainly the contact with those minorities living among us is essential for any perspective on intercultural work.

	Moreover, more and more racist and/or xenophobic phenomena and attitudes are arising these days, although they are not new.

	"Due to the massive population movements of the last 40 years xenophobia has become an important political phenomenon. Xenophobia comes with ethnic nationalism, and both are characterized by hostility towards the others. (Hobsbawn 1991,8)

	Nowadays by those 'others' we clearly understand the 'foreign'. As Wiesel says:

	"To the stable and more or less peaceful society it generally suggests the unknown, the forbidden, the outlawed; who knows what they do secretly, maybe they  are up to conspiracies and  intrigues, without a doubt they are about to spread any suspicion and misfortune and leave without a trace. The foreign represent to us what we are not. The foreign is the other. It is an emissary of unknown, hostile powers. It is a vagabond in search of a bed, the noisy gipsy that drags along a bunch of ragged children, the refugee unjustly  pursued by the law, the oppressed crazy, the starving beggar, the foreigner that nobody likes"  (as also quoted by the compiler Jesúús Contreras in Los Retos de la Inmigracióón , pp.11-12).

	This fear of the unknown, of the foreign, which is supported by prejudiced, stereotype arguments, leads to isolation and to the systematic and occasionally violent rejection.

	All of this makes it more and more necessary to create room such as the one of the Intercultural Tandem Group, in which, through exchange and reconciliation, we will break with those prejudices and fears, which are just the fruits of ignorance of the other.
	According to Leon Mann in his book Elements of the Social Psychology: "Of all the categories that stereotypes are based on, belonging to a racial group  is the most important one ... But if the stereotypes are applied in a national sense and in an indiscriminate way toward a particular individual,  they can cause a lot of confusion and uneasiness, because only a few individuals correspond perfectly to the stereotype."

	Still it is advisable to take into account the criticism saying that, from the intercultural point of view, one has gotten used to the insufficiency of contacting strategies. It is not enough to know a lot about a region of the so-called third world, because this does not automatically presuppose the change of the personal attitude towards its habitants.

	With the Intercultural Tandem Groups one intends to go much further:

"it is about combining the transmission of the information with the personal experiences to achieve an affective attitude." (Social-affective focus, David Wolsk I Rachel Cohen)

	Or according to a proverb of the Lakota Indians:

"One has reached the age of an adult once one is capable to walk in the moccasins of the other."

	It is about learning, beginning with sensitivity, while enforcing the presence of social behavior, social signifying the behaviors that encourage the cooperation, the desire to share, to sympathize etc. The empathy, the sensation of correspondence and harmony with the other, presupposes self-assurance and self-confidence as well as the capability of verbal or nonverbal communication. To achieve this, one creates a climate in which everybody, as an individual that is part of a group, experiences, analyses and describes an empiric situation and is able to tell the others about the experience made.

	III.-  Intercultural Tandem

	3.1.-  Formation of the First Intercultural Tandem Group

	Actually, the conventional teaching methods are necessarily one-way systems. The student receives but can only contribute little of his own experiences. Nobody asks for all the vocabulary he has learned before. In the long run, this can result in frustration, which might affect the motivation for learning the new language. At this point the courses German-international TANDEM TDI, established by Barbara von Breitenbach in Wiesbaden in 1989, came into being.

	When this class model emerged, some participants were German students of a short course at the Open University, who, in a number of classes under the direction of Barbara von Breitenbach, had talked about their opinions about prejudices, xenophobia, racism, its origin, how it arises etc. The participants of that course often expressed their wish to have the opportunity to discuss their opinions and prejudices through direct contact with foreign people. On the other hand there was a "German for foreign students" class with participants who had already reached a rather high German level, which they wanted to test with Germans. They also were looking for new acquaintances. Connecting both groups TDInp2057 came into being, with German as the language of communication and intercultural exchange being the centre of interest.

	The name TANDEM expressing dynamics, rapidity and applied effort, characterizes the cooperation of German and foreign participants. In a process of giving and taking between equals, the native speakers "giving" the German language and the foreign students returning their cultural background. Therefore, it is neither a traditional TANDEM bilingual class nor a conventional German conversation course.
óüü

	3.2.-  The Intercultural Tandem Net

Since about two years the members of the Tandem Foundation have devoted themselves to spread the idea of Intercultural Tandem all over Europe. During this time many personal relationships have emerged with organizations working with immigrants and possibly being interested in forming an Intercultural Tandem group. These relationships are stretched out through Spain, Germany, France, Great Britain, Italy, Austria, and Switzerland.

The first seminars took place in 1992 in Donostia and in 1993 in Madrid, with Barbara von Breitenbach participating, a sociologist who formed the first group in Wiesbaden.

In May 1994 in Frankfurt and in September in Madrid the Tandem Foundation organized the first training courses for future consultants of those Tandem groups. Other speakers also took part in this. This list concludes with the last course in Vienna in April 1995. 

There the participants wanted to apply the methodology to multicultural groups already existing then, of children as well as of adults.

At the moment, thanks to the initiative of Barbara von Breitenbach and her colleagues, there are five groups working in different areas of Wiesbaden supported by the Open University and clerical institutions working in the field of adult education. In Madrid, as part of Karibu, exists a group of participants of African origins and in Donostia, in cooperation with S.O.S. Racism, they are developing the group, which I will present in this report.

At the moment the interchange of experiences between the consultants of different groups is carried out in the informal way of personal relationships - something that in the future will need more structure, especially with having a growing net.

As one easily can imagine, one of the problems arising with the formation and development is the way of financing. Here, the first idea was to cover the costs and fees for the consultants of the local groups through local sources (city councils, deputation, private organizations etc.). In every country the national cooperation is financed by central and/or federal resources (INSERSO (Institute for Social Services), Ministry of Social Matters ...). The coordination services and the connections within the Tandem net are paid by the foundation: for the collection and development of material and for the information for the entire net as well as its extension one would look for financial support by European programmes (HORIZONT).

Reality has shown that it is very difficult to receive funds for programmes of this type and that the only subventions (at least concerning the European funds) are given for programmes promoting the integration of immigrants in their work. Therefore, at the moment the central coordination is made voluntarily and financed partly through education courses.

The core aim is to offer this project to interested centres and organizations objecting to extend the idea as far as possible and to gain a maximum of intercultural groups in different cities and countries.

	IV. -  Development of the Intercultural Group of Tandem Donostia

As explained in chapter III, the first intercultural Tandem group came into being in Germany by connecting of two groups, one of them being Germans that were interested in the causes of the increasing racism and xenophobia in the country and the other being foreign participants of a German course. 
However, the Intercultural Tandem Group of Donostia starts with some more concrete objectives:

	* To make the native population alert for taking up a stance against racist and/or xenophobic situations taking place in their environment.
	* To create space for relationships, exchanges and closer contact between the native population and the immigrants living in the same environment.
	* To promote personal interchange as well as intercultural activities between all different cultural and ethnic groups living within the same area .

	Therefore, the Tandem Foundation and S.O.S. Racism co-operate in order to form groups in Donostia that promote and support these aims mentioned before. Another aim is to extend this project to nearby communities like villages, districts etc. in the very near future.

	The Intercultural Tandem Group of Donostia has been meeting since the end of November 1994 until the beginning of June, every Wednesday from 19:45h - 21:45h o'clock, in the big hall of St. Catalina 3, ground floor. In the following I a’m going to write about its participants, contents, methodology ... 

	4.1.-  Participants

	Thus, the Intercultural Tandem Group defines itself as a kind of related groups of a compendium of native and foreign participants living in the same environment.

	When we come up with the idea to form the group in Donostia, we wanted to have a balance of native and foreign participants and the greatest diversity possible referring to the different components that shape someone's social status in our society (e.g., age, sex, profession, political or economic immigrant, whether one comes from the European Union or other countries ...). Therefore, after the October convocation by means of using some of the communication media and handing out flyers in different colours and languages, we finished the initial list of a total of 13 participants: six foreigners, six natives and one person that returned to Spain after shaving lived for 56 years in the Ukraine.

	At that very beginning, most of the native participants were students or specialists in the field of human or social sciences. Some of them had lived abroad or had close foreign relatives.  Among the foreign participants was also a student of the Erasmus programme, but the majority were immigrants settled in Spain for years.

	Throughout the course the attendance during the meetings as well as the number of participants was varying a lot. People who only attended some of the sessions, new incorporations and some abandonments. The basic group from the beginning has been maintained though.

All in all, during that year (Nov. 1994 - Jun. 1995) about 20 participants visited this group:

			· three Moroccans
			· one Egyptian
			· one Chinese 
			· one Ukrainian
			· one Italian
			· two Germans
			· one Finnish
	The rest of the 20 participants were natives.

	We missed the participation of people from other cultures who also live in our city: Gipsy, Guinea, Senegalese, Latin-American ... Or those who live under different circumstances because they asked for asylum or had no identifying documents etc. ... These and others absences will be considered when preparing the convocation for the next course.

	4.2.-  Contents

As far as possible the topics discussed during the weekly meetings were chosen according to the interests shown by the participants. We devoted the first two meetings to contrasting and introducing the aims to establish the International Tandem Group. In these two meetings we also played some games to get to know each other, which we had adapted to this group being so heterogeneous as far as its culture was concerned. After that, we devoted a third session to compiling a list of the topics that the participants wanted to learn more about.

	The list is very long, but I would like to pick up some of the topics that had been most agreed on in the group and that had been discussed in the meetings that followed:

	- The role of women in the Arabian countries.
	- Religions in Egypt.
	- What is the Islam (about).
	- Living conditions in the communist countries: Ukraine and China.
	- Influences of the American culture on the other cultures.
	- Holidays and customs of the different cultures.
	- What Spanish people were thought of and what their situation was like in the represented 	   countries.
	- Law on aliens.
	- 'Anti-army movement'  in the Basque Country.
	- Basque nationalism.
	- Social and/or economic racism.
	- Ethnocentrism.

	We tried to tackle every topic from different cultural points of view, since all of them are personal attitudes and therefore subjective. For this reason we asked every participant to talk about his/her culture, as a kind of "ambassador of his/her country"; the importance of the topic in that country, also in myths, tales, idioms, in everyday life, and in family life etc. All this was meant to be without defending any attitude as the only true one or as unquestionable.

	As the consultants we also introduced other topics, always with games, to show distinctive aspects one is little aware of: symbols, stereotypes, prejudices etc.

Difficulties concerning the language itself were also subject alongside the course. Right from the start and to prevent language based inhibitions, misunderstandings or a lack of understanding native participants were encouraged to offer their support when certain words or phrases were missing.
In this way foreign participants could also improve and increase their knowledge in Spanish during the meetings. 

4.3. Methodology

The atmosphere in which the meetings are meant to develop in the most positive way, are comparable with a „coffee house atmosphere”, where people meet up like friends, sitting around the table, enjoying themselves. In fact, many meetings were happening while drinking tea, enjoying a cake or some biscuits, often brought along by the participants themselves. 
This is trying to create a climate in which people involved feel comfortable; a climate in which everyone'’s well being is just as important as the interlocutor or the topic that is being talked about.

In some meetings the topics were discussed within a small group first. In smaller settings it is easier to ensure that conversations develop in a more personal style, whereas in big groups some of those topics would probably have been too specific. Additionally, in small groups it is more likely that participants can overcome inhibitions and fears that may occur when talking in front of a larger group. It ensures that there is enough space to exchange ideas, opinions, comments and memories more freely. Also, it allows to break with possible prejudice about one each other.

To tackle appropriate topics of conversation, different audiovisual media (videos, music, ...) and/or written materials (books, newspapers, magazines, intercultural calendars...) have been used occasionally, supporting this process.

For every meeting two people in charge with group dynamics are prepared to support the group through applying different group dynamic and animation techniques. These techniques of “speeding up” the group are used when:
·Searching and selecting appropriate material for usage (participants themselves are involved in this process)
·Suggesting and promoting the topic for the coming up meeting according to the results and outcomes from the meeting before (always regarding those topics that were suggested from the group originally.)
·Structuring dynamics of the meetings, including
-organizing small group work, ensuring a favorable mixture of people from different cultural origins. 
-encouraging activities with all group members.
·Moderating of discussions.

The way in which an International Tandem Group is moderated is very much influenced by the so-called “Topic Centered Interaction” (Interaccióón Centrada en el Tema/ICT) from Ruth C. Cohn, who developed this specific method for moderating oneself and a group. This method is considered most useful and was therefore chosen, as it creates several attitudes and values within group leaders and participants for a desirable and positive development of a group and within group works.

4.3.1. Topic Centered Interaction (Interacción Centrada en el Tema/ICT)

To describe and explain this method in the most sufficient way, I relied on the works of Löhmer and Standhart (1992).

The development of the TCI is strongly related with the personal biography of its inventor Ruth C. Cohn, who was born in Berlin in 1912. Cohn closely experienced the persecution that the Jewish population had to endure after the National Socialists had come into power in Germany. Consequently her main objective was to avoid probable evolution or developments that would allow a repetition of a similar regrettable historic episode within any society.
Ruth C. Cohn, who was an active psychoanalyst also treating individuals, was looking for a method that helped big groups to direct and sharpen their awareness in terms of individual as well as systemic structures.
Based on a humanistic orientation, the TCI was developed in the middle of the 1960ies.

During the last twenty years, this method has continually become more well known, first in the United States and later in other European States, whereas hardly in Spain. 
Nowadays this method is also frequently applied and used outside the field of psychology; in areas such as business, politics, economy, administration etc.

Among other demands and objectives, this method also focuses on the so-called “Learning to Live in a Community” (aprendizaje vivo en comúún). Its declared objectives are to:

·Stimulate and promote the development of positive attitudes and tendencies in others instead of stagnation or negativity (like tendencies of a society where mainly competitive attitudes dominate).

·Encourage disposition and willingness in people to cooperate, instead of working against each other. 

·Foster a sense and a clear picture of reality, replacing personal and social myths.

·Promote the disposition to take over responsibilities and to act accordingly, instead of acting in a quick and unconsidered way.

The general goal of TCI is to foster the awareness of possibilities that exist to initiate a change in the present, in the so called “here and now”, as well as help to “be connected” with one selves’ individual processes, That form a person'’s live and needs. Therefore, it is meant to help people to realize and act according to the guidelines listed now:

·Be your own leader and act as responsibly as you would expect and demand it from others, which includes taking over responsibility for missing out an appropriate action when required.

·Interferences, irritations and disturbances always have priority. 

To provide clear orientation for all members of a group, Cohn offered some helpful rules, aiming to deal carefully and respectfully with individual needs and needs that occur within a group.

The core principles for working with TCI are based on the idea of balancing dynamics; not only dynamics that develop in a group due to the topic that is being discussed, but equally those dynamics that happen inside every person, within the whole group, joining individuals, and dynamics caused by the surrounding.
Consequently, every group interaction can be structured in four categories, which are equally important (see the scheme below):

-The “I”, meaning every individual within the group.
-The “WE”, meaning the interaction taking place in the whole group.
-The “IT”, referring to the topic or the task of the group.
		   -The “WHOLE” or the “GLOBE”, which is the circle around the triangle formed by the other three categories, symbolizing the closer or further surrounding of the group.

The “globe” or the “whole” consists of factors of the environment and also describes aspects of people's’ origin, which both influence the norms, the political reality, the thinking and the expectations of each person. All these things describe people's background and determine what they can contribute towards the group. Concerning the TANDEM Intercultural Group the “globe” plays a very important role as this particular group is characterized through its great ethnic diversity, a fact that also very strongly influences the election of the topics.

The function of the facilitator mainly consists in emphasizing the part of the triangle (meaning the “I”, the “WE” and the “IT”), which is less consciously visible or regarded by the participants. Consequently, the facilitator is continually concerned with balancing the dynamics of this triangle, ensuring equality among these three categories.

The three most important elements for working with TCI in a group are described with the terms “structure”, “process” and “confidence”. These three elements interact permanently and are present in every group, as the process is always connected with participants’ confidence towards the group and among each other as well as with the structure of the topic. The equality and the interaction between these three elements are, as mentioned before, symbolized through a triangle (see the scheme).

The “structure” refers to all activities, interactions, decisions and organizational settings of the group, ensuring that each participant can be involved to the same extend during any task or exercise. The most important part of the structure is the topic. The topic itself demands a clear structure in terms of the content, the time frame (defining how much time will be dedicated towards the topic), the discussion set up (e.g., whether the topic is discussed in small groups or dealt with in front of the entire group), the kind of perception exercises being performed etc. 

The “process” contains everything that happens within the group. It describes all content based developments taking place, as well as the relations between the individuals and the way in which the entire group develops. The process of a group can never be entirely foreseen or planed. Therefore, a flexible handling of the preplanned structures is required.
In fact, the structure is of minor importance in comparison to the process in case the structure does not support the current process and/or does not correlate with the needs and necessities of the group.

The term “confidence” describes the crucial importance of the participants’ well being. Every participant has to feel welcomed, protected and secure within the group. The confidence characterizes a group environment in which everyone listens to each other, where people can be sure of discretion and good sense; a group environment in which people can open up themselves, where it is allowed to make mistakes and new experiences. 

Although regarding all these aspects and factors may at times result in a more chaotic and less structured way of working, we feel that it is worth to accept this possibility and to deal with it competently, instead of allowing distrust and stagnation to gain ground within the group.

4.4. Some concrete experiences 

In this part I intend to display some dynamics that took place in different meetings.

30th Nov. 1994 - First Meeting/First Contact

	Number of participants: 12
	Objectives:
·	Present the idea of INTERCULTURAL TANDEM.
·	Introduce ourselves to the participants, and facilitate that the participants get to know each other. 
·	Find out about the participants expectations and motives to take part in this group.
·	Create a relaxed environment in which free interchange can take place.

The participants were sitting in a circle around a small table, on which some cakes, biscuits and tea were placed. After a brief presentation from our side in terms of who we are and the associations and co-operations we work in, we explained the general idea and objectives of forming a TANDEM Intercultural Group.

After that, we facilitated a warmup exercise to become more familiar with each other. In this exercise cartons of different colors were provided. Everyone chose a color. The cartons were cut into pieces and handed out to the participants. Now everyone wrote his/her name on the carton as well as drew a symbol upon it, representing where the participants came from (town, country...). Now were walking around with our cartons and symbols clearly visible, asking each other about the meanings of the symbols that had been drawn.

After a while, with a partner we had chosen before, we all sat down in pairs. We started interviewing each other about our names. We exchanged things like the names’ proper meaning, whether there was a tradition of the name within the family, why and how it was chosen, what we thought of our names now, whether we had or have a nick name etc.

Then, in front of the whole group, every person was presenting his or her partner, informing the others about what he or she had heard. 
The same procedure was repeated concerning the colors that were chosen at the beginning. People exchanged their personal associations with each color, how the colors were used, what cultural meanings they had etc.

Finally participants were asked to express their expectations concerning this meeting and to talk about their motives to take part in this group. 
Some of the participants answers are listed below:

·	“I came from Vitoria to study here in San Sebastián and I thought that this was an interesting way to get acquainted to new people.

·	“I always felt a need to talk to people here concerning the Islam as well as talk to them about my country (Egypt) as I believe that people have a wrong idea about it all.”

·	“I want to know how foreigners lead their lives here.”

·	“I a’m one of the children of the war that were sent to Russia. I returned a month ago with my wife (Ukrainian), after having lived there for 54 years.”

·	“ I study Ottoman Culture of the 17th century and I just though it would be interesting to participate in a group like that.”


22nd Feb. 1995

	Number of participants: 10
Topic: The Islam is more that a religious phenomenon. 

It was near the period of Ramadan, which some Islamic participants actively practiced. In former meetings different aspects of the Islamic life and religion had already been discussed; such as the role women play, different norms and values, customs etc. Then, one of the participants suggested watching a film called “The message of God” and to analyze it afterwards. So we did, using the video, stopping the film various times at different scenes, commenting on what we had been seeing. 

The Islamic participants were asked to explain and tell the others about their way of life, how their families and friends actively live the Islam. They also commented on fundamentalism and the attitudes that go along with it, pointing out that they were the first ones to suffer.

During this lively exchange of thoughts, a very broad view was developed. There were also many everyday live examples, such as: ”I remember that my sister at the age of 16 one day came up to my parents, telling them that she wanted to wear make up and put off her head scarf. My parents answered that she only had to follow God’s word. Within the same year she herself started wearing her head scarf again.”

We all got aware and agreed upon the fact that we had many prejudice and fears concerning this practically unknown culture.

22nd Feb. 1995

	Number of participants: 10
Topic: Non-verbal communication. 
Objective: Finding out about the possibilities to communicate without being able to speak a language.

In some meetings we already had the chance to learn more about symbols, signs, customs, various practices etc.…… and their often very different cultural meanings and interpretations. Here are some listed:

·	“In my country (Morocco) is it frequently seen that men go hand in hand along the street, something that in Spain would definitely be interpreted as being homosexual.”

·	In China it is of crucial importance how you act towards and treat the person invited. The guest is seated at a special place, is always served first and you never place a knife on the table, as this is a sign of aggression.”

·	“….If you mean to suggest that someone else is prostituting his or her self, you hang up two shoes on the person's’ door.”

·	“In Germany women don't’ depilate their legs that much.”

This time we were fostering and promoting communication through drawings, representing a frequent situation: joining up two people that were not able to speak each other’s language.

The binational pairs that were formed, received a big piece of paper and each person chose a marking pen or a wax pen in his or her preferred color. 
By drawing symbols, lines or anything else that seemed adequate to them, the participants started to convey messages to each other, without saying a single word.

After approximately 15 to 20 minutes, people exchanged what they had experienced, supported by questions like:

·	Were you able to understand each other?
·	How much space was used by each one?
·	How did you feel?
· 	Would you like add something through verbal communication?
·	What was your perception of the relation being developed to each other during this exercise?

5. Conclusions

Due to the intensive experiences that were made within the TANDEM International Group, everyone involved had the opportunity to really approach each other during that year. It was understood that, although natives and foreigners were living together so closely, often had very little real contact.

“It’ feels strange to have believed that Chinese people would pronounce “l” instead of “r”, like it is shown in the movies. In fact, I had never talked to a Chinese person”. However, more than 150 Chinese people live permanently in San Sebastián / Donostia only.

“Here I had the chance to learn a lot about my own culture that I practically used to ignore, I think. I only had a holiday image of Morocco and only knew what my parents had told me about it. It was the first time that I talked in this way with a Moroccan guy in front of me.” This was stated by Zida, a young Moroccan woman who had lived in the Basque land since she was very little.

Without consciously realizing, the foreigners that before had nearly been nonexisting, now seemed to be a part of everyone's’ daily life. When the participants arrived at the reunion that was organized, it was frequently commented that some of them had stayed in touch, had been meeting up or going out for drinks together, to communicate and exchange ideas.

During the reunion we also had the opportunity to step into each others shoes: “After so many years you been living here, I just don't’ understand why you still have to apply for a working permit, neither I can understand why the police would look for you in your own house.”

Obviously, some also got rid of one or another stereotype: “….I actually thought that all Arabs were machos.”, although some stereotypes seemed to have more persistence: Well“…, in any case, you aren't’ any more ‘macho like’ than Spanish guys.” 

However, the most delighting and important thing is that those people had could break down barriers as well as had managed to over come fears and rejections towards foreigners. They had personally experienced the richness of living in diversity.
We believe that from that time onwards, when ever they would read in the news papers that a Moroccan was deported in fulfilment of the law of foreigners, they would remember Mustafa, and surly, they would not stay unmoved.

“We don't’ know yet whom we ought to appreciate and respect. In this way, we behave like Barbarians among each other. Nevertheless, no matter whether we are Greeks or Barbarians, we are all the same as we all derive from nature and so it is very important to be human: we all breath through mouth and nose and we all eat with our hands.”

	ANTIFONES, About the truth, 5th century







	 
















